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Get an Overview of the 1Z0-1045-21 Certification: 

Who should take the 1Z0-1045-21 exam? This is the first question that comes to 

a candidate’s mind when preparing for the Warehouse Management Cloud 

Implementation Essentials certification. The 1Z0-1045-21 certification is suitable 

for candidates who are keen to earn knowledge on the Oracle Warehouse 

Management Cloud and grab their Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2021 

Certified Implementation Specialist. When it is about starting the preparation, most 

candidates get confused regarding the study materials and study approach. But 

1Z0-1045-21 study guide PDF is here to solve the problem. 1Z0-1045-21 PDF 

combines some effective sample questions and offers valuable tips to pass the 

exam with ease. 

Why Should You Earn the Oracle 1Z0-1045-21 

Certification? 

There are several reasons why one should grab the 1Z0-1045-21 certification.  

 The Warehouse Management Cloud Implementation Essentials 

certification proves to be one of the most recognized certifications. 

 The certification badge proves the knowledge of the candidate regarding 

subject matters and makes his resume presentable to potential candidates. 

 Thus earning the Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2021 Certified 

Implementation Specialist is a powerful qualification for a prosperous 

career.  

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-21-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2021-implementation-essentials
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-21-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2021-implementation-essentials
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What Is the Oracle 1Z0-1045-21 Warehouse 

Management Cloud Implementation Essentials 

Certification Exam Structure? 

Exam Name 
Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2021 

Implementation Essentials 

Exam Code 1Z0-1045-21 

Exam Price 
USD $245 (Pricing may vary by country or by localized 

currency) 

Duration 90 minutes 

Number of Questions 56 

Passing Score 68% 

Format Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) 

Recommended 

Training 

Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2021 Certified 

Implementation Specialist 

Oracle Supply Chain Management Cloud Learning 

Subscription 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE  

Sample Questions 
Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2021 Certified 

Implementation Specialist (OCS)  

Recommended 

Practice 
1Z0-1045-21 Online Practice Exam  

Enhance Knowledge with 1Z0-1045-21 Sample 
Questions: 

Question: 1   

Why is it necessary to have a consolidation location? 

a) Consolidation locations are used to consolidate orders for a wave. 

b) Packing using a Distribution transaction requires a consolidation location for each store. 

c) It is necessary if you want to consolidate while packing. 

d) After you are finished picking your pick cart, you use a consolidation location to pack. 

Answer: d 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://education.oracle.com/products/trackp_OWMC2021CIS
https://education.oracle.com/products/trackp_OWMC2021CIS
https://education.oracle.com/oracle-supply-chain-management-cloud-learning-subscription/ls_662
https://education.oracle.com/oracle-supply-chain-management-cloud-learning-subscription/ls_662
https://home.pearsonvue.com/oracle
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-21-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2021-implementation-essentials
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Question: 2   

What configuration is needed to create Advance Shipment Notifications for a Transfer Order 

shipped between two facilities configured in the same WMS Cloud environment? 

a) The "ACCEPT TRANSFER SHIPMENT" flag should be enabled on the Facilities UI 

screen for the Destination Facility. 

b) The Facility parameter key AUTOLOAD_and_SHIP should be set to Yes. 

c) Set CREATE_ASN_FOR_EACH_PO to YES at the Company level. 

d) Set CREATE_ASN_FOR_EACH_PO to YES at Source and Destination Facility levels. 

e) The "ACCEPT TRANSFER SHIPMENT" flag should be enabled on the Facilities UI 

screen for the Source Facility. 

Answer: a 

Question: 3  

In which two ways can you execute the detail cycle count of LPN Detail by sku scan? 

(Choose two.) 

a) using “Cycle Cnt” screen with screen parameter content-count set to “sku-scan” 

b) using “Cycle count for LPN deffered/immediate updates” with screen parameter sku 

scan mode set to “By Sku Scan” 

c) using “Resv Nbr Cnt” screen and with screen parameter content-count set to “sku-scan” 

d) using “Cycle Cnt” screen with screen parameter content-count set to “Null” 

Answer: b, d 

Question: 4  

Your customer wants to receive an IB shipment and capture pallet weight at the time of 

receiving. Which parameter must be set in the Receiving RF screen to meet this requirement? 

a) SetCapture-catch-weightas “Prompt for catch wt”. 

b) SetModeas Blind-ASN Receiving. 

c) Setrch-sku-not-on-shmntto “Promt for catch wt”. 

d) SetSingle-Sku-managementas Assume Single SKU. 

e) SetBlind-License Plate Number-receive-modeas by SKU scan. 

Answer: b  

http://www.DBexam.com/
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Question: 5  

Which statement is true regarding Replenishment Rules? 

a) Replenishment Rules are used for defining Wave Template. 

b) Replenishment Rules created at Parent company view can be edited at Child company 

view. 

c) Replenishment Rules are used for Inventory movement between two warehouses. 

d) Replenishment Rules are only editable at the company level in which it was created. 

Answer: a 

Question: 6  

What is the primary purpose of the Wave Template Search Screen? 

a) to determine the locked locations for inventory allocation 

b) to determine which available orders will be waved for picking 

c) to determine how many picking tasks will be waved for picking 

d) to identify all outbound loads that have not completed picking yet 

e) to determine from which part of the warehouse the inventory will be allocated 

Answer: c 

Question: 7  

Which two options are true if inventory is unallocated and unavailable? 

(Choose two.) 

a) Inventory located in a drop zone 

b) Inventory located in active location 

c) Unlocked inventory located in reserve location 

d) Inventory in locations with lock codes 

Answer: a, d 

Question: 8  

Identify the type of functions you need to use to handle conditional information in a report. 

a) Arithmetic and Geometric Functions 

b) Logical Functions 

c) String Functions 

d) Dynamic Functions 

e) WMS BI Cloud does not support that type of functionality 

Answer: b 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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Question: 9  

You are the Inventory Control Supervisor at your employer’s East Coast facility. Your employer 

is a 3PL, and your customer is a large company that is also serviced out of the other 3PL 

facilities. 

As you start the shift, your Inventory Control team members inform you of a significant change 

in the RF Cycle Counting process. Lost IBLPNs are now updates with a “00” lock code rather 

than the expected “LL” code. 

Which scenario is causing this issue? 

a) You dismiss the concern because a change in the lock code has no impact on either the 

WMS Cloud or host inventories. 

b) Your counterpart at the 3PL’s other facility changed one of the cycle counting company 

parameters and that impacted your workflow for that same company. 

c) While counting LPNs at a location, one of your team members marked a lost case with 

the new lock code. The new lock code is stored in system memory and applied to all 

IBLPNs counted as “Lost”. 

d) An inventory team member in the other facility marked a lost case with “00” lock code 

causing all subsequent lost cases to be defaulted to the same code across all LPNs for 

all company/facility combinations. 

e) One of your inventory team members changed his/her RF parameter default lock code 

causing the same configuration change to propagate to all users in the facility. 

Answer: c 

Question: 10  

A client can integrate with WMS Cloud by using the input interface. Which three options can be 

integrated? 

(Choose three.) 

a) Item 

b) Orders 

c) Appointments 

d) Loads 

Answer: a, b, d 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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What Study Guide Works Best in Acing the Oracle 

1Z0-1045-21 Warehouse Management Cloud 

Implementation Essentials Certification? 

The 1Z0-1045-21 study guide is a combination of some proven study tips and the 

combination of all valuable study materials like sample questions, syllabus and 

practice tests in one place. 

Explore the Syllabus Topics and Learn from the Core: 

If you are determined to earn success in the Warehouse Management Cloud 

Implementation Essentials exam, getting in full touch of the syllabus is mandatory. 

During preparation, you might not like all syllabus sections or topics, but try to get 

at least the fundamental knowledge from the sections you don’t like. The more you 

possess knowledge on all syllabus sections, the more is the chance to attempt 

maximum number of questions during the actual exam. 

Make Your Schedule: 

Studying and completing the syllabus becomes easier, if you work on the syllabus 

topics after making a schedule. Your syllabus must mention what areas you want 

to cover and within what time. Once you make a schedule and follow it regularly, 

syllabus completion becomes easier and preparation becomes smoother. 

Get Expert Advice from the Training: 

Do not forget to join the Oracle 1Z0-1045-21 training if it is providing any. Training 

enhances the practical knowledge of a candidate, which helps them to work well 

in the practical field during projects.  

Get Access to the PDF Sample Questions: 

If your study material is in a PDF format or the materials are mobile-friendly, what 

could be better than that? Get access to the free sample questions and keep 

enhancing your knowledge beyond the syllabus. 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-21-certification-exam-syllabus
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-21-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
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Avoid Dumps and Utilize the Oracle 1Z0-1045-21 Practice Test: 

Why should you rely on practice tests? The reason is simple: you must get familiar 

with the exam pattern before reaching the exam hall. An aspirant aware of the 

exam structure and time management during the exam preparation can perform 

well in the actual exam and attempt the maximum number of questions during the 

exam. 

Many aspirants prefer to read from dumps, but they miss out on the self-

assessment method. Therefore, 1Z0-1045-21 practice tests always stand out to 

be the better choice than dumps PDF. 

 

Avail the Proven 1Z0-1045-21 Practice Test for Success!!! 

Do you want to pass the 1Z0-1045-21 exam on your first attempt? Stop worrying; 

we, DBExam.com are here to provide you the best experience during your Oracle 

Warehouse Management Cloud 2021 Implementation Essentials preparation. Try 

out our free mock tests to get a glimpse of our quality study materials, and build 

your confidence with the premium 1Z0-1045-21 practice tests. Our expert-

designed questions help you to improve performance and pass the exam on your 

first attempt. 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-21-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2021-implementation-essentials

